Dynamic Screw Systems without Image Intensifier: Early Observations in Eight Consecutive Patients
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Abstract

Dynamic Screw Systems are useful in proximal and distal femoral fractures, and convey advantages over fixed angle devices. Improved proximal fragment fixation, controlled fracture impaction and a "forgiveness" with respect to axial alignment of the side plate to bone are improvements over fixed angle devices. Image intensifiers are often required to aid lag screw alignment when these devices are used. The equipments are expensive and often not available in some regions of the developing world. There is also the risk of radiation exposure to the surgical team.

The burden of musculoskeletal trauma is enormous in the developing world and treatment outcomes are influenced by a host of factors. The choice of the best treatment options for patients in these resource-poor regions remains a challenge. Improvisations that aid appropriate treatment while conveying documented advantages is key to patient care in musculoskeletal disease in these regions.

We document our experience in a small cohort of patients who accepted treatment of their fractures with Dynamic Screw devices in a setting without image intensifiers. Technical advances and modifications that reduce the cost of fracture care have the potential of reducing the overall cost of care in the developing world and may offer universal benefits.

Introduction

Dynamic screw systems comprising the Dynamic Hip Screw (DHS) and Dynamic Condylar Screw (DCS) were designed for use in proximal and distal femoral fractures [1]. Dynamic screw systems find use in intertrochanteric fractures except the reverse obliquity type [2], subtrochanteric fractures, supracondylar fractures of the distal femur with or without intercondylar/intra-articular components. The documented advantages of these implants over fixed angle blade plate devices include resistance to fatigue (stress) fracture and “forgiveness” in terms of axial alignment of the side plates to the femoral shaft. They also permit controlled fracture impaction which provides bone-on-bone contact with promotion of fracture union. Other advantages are improved proximal fragment fixation with the large threaded lag screws and decreased risk of screw cut out [1, 2].

Image intensifiers are often desired to guide centering of the guide pin and subsequently, the lag screw in the femoral neck and head. They also permit appropriate selection of lag screw length and determination of adequate fracture reduction prior to implant insertion. Image intensifiers are however expensive and not readily available in many resources-poor centres. They also pose the risk of radiation exposure to patients and the surgical team [3]. For these reasons, external jig aided techniques are becoming increasingly popular for fracture management in resource challenged settings [4-8].

The burden of musculoskeletal trauma is enormous in the developing world. Treatment
outcomes are influenced by a host of factors including availability of equipment, prolonged time to presentation, injudicious interventions prior to presentation in health facilities, economic challenges as well as availability of trained personnel in these regions. Surgeons working in these parts are often faced with severe injuries against the background of limited armamentarium. The challenge therefore is to decide on the best treatment option for patients under these circumstances. Improvisations, innovative thinking and an understanding of the relevant anatomy are useful adjuncts in the absence of expensive and hi-tech devices.

The AO/ASIF Group classifies proximal femoral fractures (denoted with the number 31) into 3 broad types, which are then subdivided into groups and subgroups. Trochanteric area fractures (31A) are divided into simple pertrochanteric (A1), pertrochanteric multi-fragmentary (A2) and intertrochanteric (A3). Femoral neck fractures (31B) are divided into subcapital with slight displacement (B1), transcervical (B2) and subcapital, non impacted and displaced (B3). Head fractures (31C) are divided into split fractures (C1), depressed fractures (C2) and head fractures associated with neck fractures (C3). We use the DHS in 31 A1 and A2 fractures and use the DCS in the proximal femur in 31 A3 and subtrochanteric fractures. We do not use the dynamic screw systems in 31B fractures because the femoral head may rotate during reaming and avascular necrosis may result.

Distal femoral fractures (33) are classified into extra-articular (33A), partial articular (33B) and complete articular (33C). Sub classification into subgroups is based on morphologic complexities (commination), difficulties in treatment and prognosis. We commonly use the dynamic condylar screw in 33A, 33B1.1, 33B1.2 and 33C fractures. Inter fragmentary lag screws and bonegraft augmentations are used as indicated.

In our hospital, we have used dynamic screw and plate devices in the treatment of stable and unstable intertrochanteric, subtrochanteric and distal femoral fractures. Open reduction, identification of entry points and attention to the normal orientation of the bony regions help guide screw placement in the absence of an image intensifier. This article reports our early experience with the use of these devices in a resource challenged setting without image intensifiers. The authors are not aware of a previous report of this technique. Improvements and refinements in technique may ultimately help popularize this method especially in resource poor regions.

Patients and Techniques

Eight patients with fractures of the proximal and distal femur amenable to dynamic screw fixation, and who accepted the procedure were recruited in a prospective study over two years. Six patients had proximal femoral (inter- and subtrochanteric) fractures while 2 patients had distal femoral fractures with intra-articular extensions. In the proximal femur, intertrochanteric fractures were treated with the Dynamic Hip Screw (DHS). Subtrochanteric fractures and all distal femoral fractures were treated with the Dynamic Condylar Screw (DCS).

All patients had open reduction and preliminary stabilization of their fractures under epidural anaesthesia which also permits post-operative pain control. The Lag screw lengths were pre-determined by pre-operative x-rays of the contra-lateral (non-fractured) lower limb region. A 10% magnification factor was deducted from the length measured on Anteroposterior x-rays and the length corrected to the nearest whole numbers less 10 mm. For instance, if the distance measured from the lateral femoral cortex through the neck to the outer cortex of the medial femoral head was 98 mm (a), we calculated and deducted 10% [9.8 mm (b)] from this value and then deducted another 10 mm from the answer to obtain the Lag screw length (a - b - 10 mm = screw length). For a measured distance of 98 mm, the estimated Lag screw length will be 98 - 9.8 - 10 = 78.2 mm. We then corrected this estimated length to the nearest lower whole number available for Lag screw sizes, in this case 75 mm. The principles of this clinical method of determining lengths are commonly used in our setting [4, 7].

The key to correct implant positioning within the femoral neck is the exposure and direct visualization of the neck during open reduction. This permits an evaluation of the femoral neck anteversion. A stout Kirschner wire is placed on the anterior surface of the neck in its long axis and at the junction between the superior 2/3rds and inferior 1/3rd.
and driven lightly into the femoral head to help define the direction of the neck accurately. The DHS guide pin and threaded lag screw will be inserted following the direction of this stout pin.

For DHS, the entry point is at a point 0.5cm anterior to the midline of the femoral shaft on the lateral aspect of a line running circumferentially at the middle of the lesser Trochanter (Fig. 1). From the entry point, the DHS threaded guide pin is driven into the femoral neck with the aid of the 135° DHS angle guide in parallel alignment with the stout pin that is used to define the femoral neck direction. When the surgeon is satisfied with the position of the threaded guide pin by visual inspection and finger palpation around the femoral neck, the DHS triple reamer is placed over the DHS threaded guide pin and the tract for the DHS lag screw is cut.

Figure 2: DCS entry point in the proximal femur.

When the DCS is used in the proximal femur, at least 2 stout Kirschner wires are required on the surface of the neck. The first wire is positioned as described for DHS above and driven into the femoral head. The 2nd pin determines the definitive lag screw direction and is positioned with the aid of the condylar blade guide which subtends an angle of 85°. The condylar blade guide is aligned against the lateral cortex of the proximal femur and moved until it lies exactly closely, and following the matching contours of the greater trochanter and condylar plate guide. The 2nd stout wire is then positioned exactly parallel with the superior border of the condylar guide and driven lightly into the femoral head. (One simple trick we use to achieve this is to move the condylar guide anteriorly so that it projects slightly beyond the anterior surface of the bone, place the stout wire on the superior surface of the condylar guide and drive it into the femoral head). When positioned correctly, both stout Kirschner wires subtend an angle of about 40° with each other. This can be ascertained by visual estimation. The entry point when the DCS is used in the proximal femur is 0.5 to 1 cm above the junction between the flare of the greater trochanter and the femoral shaft at the meeting point of the anterior and middle thirds (i.e. at the junction between the anterior 1/3rd and posterior 2/3rds of the greater trochanter) (Fig. 2). The DHS/DCS threaded guide pin is inserted at this entry point and aligned exactly parallel with the 2nd stout wire on the surface of the neck. The DCS tipple reamer is then placed over the threaded pin and the path for the DCS lag screw is cut.

Traditional descriptions of the entry point for the DHS and DCS insist on their placement in the midline of the neck. Image intensifiers guide direction of the guide pin and lag screw to lie exactly central within the femoral neck in the anterposterior and lateral views. We consider it more important that the lag screw is fully covered by bone in the neck of the femur than in its exact centralization in the absence of image intensifier guidance. For this reason, from the suggested entry points, we direct our guide pin and lag screw with a 5° tilt towards the posterior portion of the head of femur. This brings the screw to lie fully covered within bone. Excessive angulation in the anterior or posterior directions will lead to malpositioning and anterior or posterior screw cut-out respectively. Finger palpation around the femoral neck should confirm that the initial guide pin and subsequent lag screw is fully covered within the neck of the femur with no anterior or posterior cut-out of the screw. Our X-rays show the outcome of this technique.

Figure 3: DCS entry point in distal femur.

In the distal femur, the DCS entry point is at the junction between the posterior two-thirds and anterior one-third of the lateral condyle at a point 2cm from the distal end of the condyle (Fig. 3). Stout pins are also used to define the direction of slope of the distal femur. The condylar blade guide is placed against the lateral side of the distal femur to match the contours of the bone. The DCS threaded guide pin is then driven into the bone in parallel alignment with the pin that defines the slope of the distal femur. Because the condyles appear as posterior additions to the distal femur and the greater trochanter flares out from the upper femoral shaft, location of entry points...
for the DCS at the junction between anterior 1/3rd and posterior 2/3rds proximally and distally permit cover of the lag screw within bone even without image intensifier guidance.

Out of the 8 patients in this small series, 5 patients had fractures which were severely comminuted and unstable (Fig. 4) while 3 patients had stable fractures. Preliminary stabilization was facilitated by the use of Kirschner wires. Once the entry points had been identified, application of the DHS or DCS followed the technical steps outlined in the AO manual of internal fixation [1]. Results were analysed using SPSS Version 20.

Results

There were 5 male and 3 female patients (M:F = 1.7:1) aged between 23 and 90 years (Mean 55 ± 22.57 years). Six fractures (75%) were located in the proximal femur (4 intertrochanteric (50%) and 2 subtrochanteric fractures (25%)); and 2 (25%) were distal femoral fractures. Five of the fractures (63%) were severely comminuted and unstable (Fig. 4) while 3 fractures (37%) were adjudged stable.

The Dynamic Hip Screw (DHS) was used in 4 fractures (intertrochanteric) while the Dynamic Condylar Screw was used in 4 (2 subtrochanteric and 2 distal femoral fractures). Patients were mobilized on non weight bearing crutches by the 2nd post-operative day and all wounds healed without infection. The post-operative X-rays showed satisfactory implant placement in all fractures (Fig. 5). We defined technical failure as positioning of the lag screw outside the bone in both proximal and distal fractures. Patients were discharged home on the 7th post-operative day on bilateral non-weight bearing crutches. Ten to 12 weeks post-operatively, x-rays showed good healing with stable constructs (Fig. 2 & 4).

At an average 12 months follow-up, six of the 8 patients (75%) had satisfactorily healed fractures with no abnormalities of gait, one patient had an impacted union (from early unauthorized full weight bearing) with mild shortening, while one patient died from causes unrelated to the fracture or surgery. Seven (88%) out of the 8 fractures resulted from high velocity vehicular accidents while one fracture (12%) was a pathological fracture following a low velocity fall at home. The mean duration of presentation was 3 days (72 hrs) while mean time to surgery was 7 days.

Discussion
Dynamic screw devices are versatile implants which allow for stabilization of complex unstable proximal and distal femoral fractures with excellent results [8]. These fractures would otherwise present significant challenges when fixed angle devices are used. Conservative management of such fractures with casts and traction especially in the distal femur yield unacceptably high complication events including deep vein thrombosis, urinary and pulmonary tract infections, pressure sores, non unions, pin tract infections and malunions [9-11]. Dynamic screw devices permit early joint mobilization and controlled impaction. Their “unpopularity” in resource challenged regions because of the lack of image intensifiers therefore presents surgeons with a significant choice dilemma between fixed angle devices, with the challenges of insertion and potential for non-union following non impaction of the fracture, and cast/traction immobilization with the increased risk for joint stiffness, delayed mobilization and other complications.

Our results in this small series show that with adjustments to the entry points, careful pre-operative planning and an understanding of the local anatomy, dynamic screw devices can be safely applied without the use of image intensifiers even in severely comminuted fractures. There were no incidents of lag screw cut-out and no infections in these patients. Between the DHS and DCS, it was easier to insert the DCS in the distal femur, followed by insertion of the DCS in the proximal femur for subtrochanteric fractures. Insertion of the DHS was more technically demanding. All patients in this series were treated by the same surgical team. There was a demonstrable reduction in operating time as the series progressed. A learning curve in external jig-aided osteosynthesis has previously been documented [4].

There were more men in this series and more fractures resulted from high velocity vehicular injuries. This is the typical picture seen in other literature on these fractures [8, 9]. There were also more proximal femoral fractures with intertrochanteric fractures being the predominant pattern. Unstable fracture patterns were the majority and reflect the magnitude of forces that caused the injuries.

The optimal timing of surgical intervention for fractures remains controversial especially in multi-trauma situations and the elderly. Early surgical stabilization, including damage control surgery however has documented advantages and is the norm in Western societies [12-16]. Early surgical stabilization fosters easier and more accurate reduction with the tendency for better healing, and improved outcomes; decreases the rates of ARDS, fat embolism syndrome, multiple organ failure and late
sepsis, and the incidence of other fracture related complications. It also decreases the overall length of hospitalization and cost of medical care [8, 17].

Late presentation is still a major problem in the developing world but is not the only identified determinant of outcomes in musculoskeletal trauma in these societies [18, 19].

The mean duration of presentation in our series was 3 days and mean time to surgery was 7 days. These compare favourably with other reports from the developing world [20]. Delays in surgical intervention times were due to institutional challenges with different specialist operating teams competing for surgical space and other resources. Our long term results however compare favourably with other studies with union achieved in 87.5 % of our patients within 10-12 weeks [8, 20-22]; and no recorded chronic osteomyelitis. This would suggest that appropriate intervention (including appropriate implant choices) and attention to surgical principles would produce satisfactory results in osteosynthesis even in situations of delayed presentation, delayed intervention times and improvisations/modifications of technique as may often be necessary in resource-challenged societies.

Dynamic screw devices are versatile implants that find use in fractures where fixed angle devices will present therapeutic challenges. Their “forgiving” nature and ability to promote controlled impaction are obvious advantages. Image intensifiers remain a useful adjunct in the use of these devices. However, the outcomes in this series will suggest that they can still be safely implanted and convey the documented advantages of their design even in the absence of an image intensifier. Refinements in technique are possible and will ensure wider applicability of these devices in the developing world. In the long run, with the challenges of the global economy, technical advances that reduce the cost of fracture care will offer universal benefits in trauma science.
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